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“You are Adam, a neuroscientist struggling to remember your wife’s face. She left for
her latest scientific expedition just after you published your book on the mysteries of

the human memory. Your memories are slowly disintegrating, and if you don’t recover
them soon, they’ll be lost forever. Can you piece together the puzzle of your wife’s
memory and retrieve her before it’s too late?” Gameplay “Semispheres is a puzzle

platformer where the rules and mechanics are constantly changing as you play” User-
Made Worlds “The mechanics are constantly changing as you play, and the game is

short and very addicting” Gamezebo “like nothing you’ve ever played before”
Destructoid Controls Advance/Back: jumps S: calls Adam to search for a door D:

switches to new level/advances to next chapter Space Bar: Decrease Time of Play
Numerals Keypad: increase Time of Play “seems to share a lot of DNA with Lemmings”

PC Game Corner Videos and Trailers “Short, simple, and creative puzzle-platformer with
a lot of heart” Gamezebo “A very short, fun game” Destructoid “An excellent puzzle
platformer” Rock Paper Shotgun “Fun puzzle game with a shocking ending” Giant
Bomb “Easy to find collectibles, easy to collect, and hard to figure out” Rock Paper

Shotgun “Overall, the concept is unique and clever, and I’m definitely looking forward
to the other games in the series” Alteanot “Who knew that puzzles could be so

beautiful?” PCG Mag “Everyone who has a Kindle for the Printer (or a kindle app on
their desktop) will be able to enjoy this very entertaining story” Screencrave

“Semispheres is a very charming, very fun, puzzle-platformer with an interesting
concept: The puzzles change over the course of the game, but the game gives you a

path and makes the puzzles much easier as you go through the story of Adam trying to
remember his wife” Greenman “This was a wonderful little platformer, with a fun and

interesting

Dragon Awaken Features Key:
Cosmic Hazard

2D/3D Fairytale games
Adventure game with 80 levels

Based on the song a beautiful fairy tale is
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How to Play:

1. Select mode you want to load: Share game, Play or Upload game
2. After you've done
3. Enter code you've been given in the game
4. Start Game
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Fairytale Mosaics Cinderella Full Game:

Description:

Based on the song " Cinderella" fairy tale version you choose the princess and prince (black or
white). Some steps and parts of the path are very white. You have to find as many gold steps
as possible in your journey from the beginning to the end.

Time to Download:

Save your time, Choose speed mode for download: FPS orKB/s, Choose Your Connection:
download or upload, choose amount of available data and press download.

[BOLD]Self-threading downloader, directly from the game, eliminate Google+, no
need to refresh page. 

Fairytale Mosaics Cinderella Full Game Screenshot:

Introduction:

1. Just choose the platform you need
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